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Improbable Players program: “Using Theater to Teach about Substance Abuse Prevention:  
A Performance Piece with Discussion” 3:30 pm Saturday, March 10. Some comments from audience 
feedback forms. See the website for other comments and photos: www.improbableplayers.org 

 
Excellent way to reach and work toward educating the public, setting the stage for realization, education and possibly 
prevention: Thank you to the Players. 
 
Absolutely incredible, powerful, moving, hits you like a thunderbolt – if you have lived through anything like 
this, you need to be warned about how incredibly deep this little program is. 
 
Awesome work: felt like I was in my family of origin again. 
 
What a great and dynamic way to end a two day conference. 
 
Powerful experiential learning! I felt like I was in the family and I was very emotionally caught up in the whole story.  
It lingered with me for the rest of the weekend. 
 
It’s always nice to see our profession projected in different mediums. 
 
Interesting.  Something to think about. 
 
Interesting way to convey information and theory. 
 
Dedicated group of individuals: impressed by their level of commitment and enthusiasm: powerful educational tool. 
 
Great impact.  Thank you, Lynn 
 
Committed, genuine, courageous. 
 
A lot of fun.  Very moving.  Another fantastic way to learn.  
 
Uncomfortable...powerful. 
 
How better to learn and understand than drama.  Thank you for including this. 
 
Lynn’s work is an important contribution to the field! 
 
Very creative, realistic presentation with a profound message. 
 
Great job in accurately portraying addiction’s tragic effects on a family as well as the hope recovery can offer. 
 
Fabulous – really drove the message home. 
 
Loved the play. 
 
Very useful, very moving. 
 
The players were wonderful...really captured the turbulence alcoholism inflicts on a family...also the hope that 
families can recovery. 
 
Good to know the actors were in recovery and making it part of their discussion. 
 
This provided a good balance to other presentations – a wonderful way to understand material on an emotional level. 
 
A fine teaching tool. The most creative event I have seen at an addictions conference. 
 
I thought I would hate this, but I loved it. 


